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MINUTES OF THE ONE NORTHERN DEVON MEETING
Held by MS Teams at 9.00am on 2nd June 2021

PRESENT:
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Chair One Northern Devon, Clinical Lead CCG Governing Body
Partnerships Lead, NDHT, Programme Manager, OND
Chair SW Business Council and North Devon Biosphere Foundation
DCC Public Health
DCC, Skills & Employment
Devon & Cornwall Police
Devon County Council
Devon County Council
Devon Wildlife Trust
Energy 361
How Places Work
Locality Director, Devon County Council Children’s Services
NDVS
NHS Devon CCG
North Devon Council
North Devon Council
North Devon Plus
Northern Devon Healthcare Trust
ONE Ilfracombe
Partnership Manager, DCC
Petroc (representing Sean Mackney)
TTVS

(OH)
(KB)
(JS)

Brannam Medical Centre
Clinical Advisor, CCG
Devon County Council

APOLOGIES:

Oliver Hassall
Kay Brennan
Jennie Stephens

David Richardson
Harry Barton
Mark Doughty
Toby Davies
Stella Doble
Alex Coull
Sean Mackney
Ken Wenman
Paul Shaddick
Steve Hearse

(DR)
(HB)
(MD)
(TD)
(SD)
(AC)
(SM)
(KW)
(PS)
(SH)

Devon Partnership Trust
Devon Wildlife Trust
Kings Fund
Local Area Commander, Devon & Cornwall Police
Northern Devon Healthcare Trust
Partnership Manager, DCC
Petroc
SWAST
SWAST
Torridge District Council

JJ

Administrator, NHS Devon CCG

IN ATTENDANCE:

Jane Jeyes

1.
1.1

OPENING BUSINESS
Introductions, Apologies, Declaration of Interests & AoB
JW welcomed everyone to the meeting and apologies were noted.
No Declarations of Interest were raised apart from the possibility of the Bideford Levelling Up
Fund.
There was no AoB.

1.2 Minutes of the previous Meeting
The minutes of the meeting held on 7th April 2021 were agreed as accurate.
1.3 Actions from the previous Meeting
See below for updates on actions.
1.4 Feedback from Board Partners on meetings
There were not many feedbacks. AB said the key theme raised related to the fact that the
meetings seemed to be listening to reports rather than engagement, so this was being
addressed today by a new approach of having breakout rooms to discuss individual issues.

2.

BUSINESS

2.1

Finance – staff currently not funded to the end of Mar 22
AB confirmed she had just updated the current financial risk for this year in the ONE link.
Many of the roles are not funded for the rest of this financial year. It is hoped funding will be
provided for the Flow co-ordinator, but this will not be confirmed until July.
The CMH co-ordinator was a pilot and a request is being submitted for funding. This was for
three community developers – two in Torridge and one in Braunton. The funding for this is
different as the resources were from elsewhere. Braunton has split roles – Social Prescribing
and Community Development, and funding I available for community development until March
next year.
Darren is seeking funding for the Torridge community development, but might have to give
them notice if unsuccessful. The Flow co-ordinator is funded until September 2021.
The main concern is that funding will be lost at the end of June although some there was
other potential options. Unfortunately the roles are all employed by different organisations,
i.e. Torridge TVS.
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KA asked if any evaluation of the benefits of having the developers had been undertaken. AB
confirmed this was being done - assessing the value to each partner to encourage
investment. Other long-term funding sources are being considered and also some short-term
ones.
DR enquired as to the most immediate challenge, how this could be addressed, whether a
structure over the next five years was available that partners could jointly invest in. It was
suggested this issue could be considered at the Development Day.
ACTION 146: TG to include on agenda of Development Day
3.

COLLABORATIVE OPPORTUNITIES

3.1

Community Renewal Fund – bids submitted
PA spoke on the community renewal funds and bids submitted which related to
Unemployment and Skills and LEP being on the same agenda, as well as leading the team on
the Appraisal fund and Community Renewal fund.

TG

Community Renewal Fund:
It had been well used over the last twelve months - £27m against £24m that they were able to
bid for. There were excessive amounts of bids from Torridge and N.Devon - £3m was
allowed and £6.3m submitted. Just under half was in two priority areas.
There were 30 projects in Torridge, 26 in N.Devon and overall 39 in total relating to business,
skills. natural capital innovation support, infrastructure and feasibility which meant trying to
decide on quality and priority. It was clearly going to be a difficult process due to the number
of bids submitted.
N.Devon have £1-1.5m of projects, although there has not been a large amount of activity
from the Exeter area in relation to the kind of projects that you as partners have been
discussing.
The next steps will be considering the final decisions on 18.06.21 - going through the process
of internal/ external teams and independent review with experts from across the whole range
looking at the submissions. The final package would be agreed late Autumn. .
Questions raised covered:•
•
•
•

Allocation – Devon have £26m, and Somerset have the same. It is likely that North Devon
will get between £3-7m.?
Is effective lobbying something to consider/ will match-funding help – DCC cannot lobby
but partners across Devon may do so if they wish.
Delivery deadlines – will need to spend monies by 31st March 2022. There are several
projects to consider, but sometimes takes time to mobilise, so will be looking at projects
where can spend quickly.
If reviewing projects, should they be combined with another/ bring into a single bid.

AB suggested reviewing the bids and to consider what the strategy should be – so a bid could
be submitted as a collective group. The group agreed that as a consortium, they should be
working together
It was confirmed a spending review would be taking place over the summer and that CRF
runs out in March 2022.
3.2

OND support for Bideford Levelling Up Fund
www.bidforbideford.co.uk
Torrdige put in a bid for the High Street fund – the bid was tweaked bid and put in for the
Levelling Up fund in relation to helping to reduce inequality and help society cohesion. A draft
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letter had been prepared and if agreed, it was proposed to submit it to Chris Fuller later today
as the bid needs to be in by 04.06.21 The Levelling Up bid was in relation to Isaacs Yard.
TJ said it was worth reflecting on High Street bid, and if it did not qualify then what does that
mean in the current climate. To reflect on this and consider steps on getting ahead of the
game in the bidding process for future funding.
BB said the association of colleges would be happy to feed back on priorities for recovery and
would continue to brief this group.
DR acknowledged there were some issues regarding partnerships and having external
discussions when linking into groups connected with communities, but it was important that
everyone should be working together.
KA confirmed that funding from Your Future Hospital Scheme (HIP2) will be used for the
benefit of the community, so over the next year they will be working with partners and
communities – especially in relation to nurse training etc.
3.3

Frail, elderly care system design workshops
AB spoke about the scheme to work with partners on a model of care and support for frail,
elderly people in Northern Devon, and consider how best to provide a service for patients,
carers, and families. This will involve not just statutory providers but also the community/
voluntary sectors as they are integral to the support for older people.
A steering group has been set up and two workshops are planned, and it was thought that
councillors in H&WB may wish to be involved – AB will keep everyone updated.
ACTION 147: AB to update councillors on workshops for Frail, elderly care system

AB

KE said that the NDVS and TTVS would be interested and could provide information on
services they are currently providing. She agreed it would be beneficial for people to attend
the meetings and to feed in on what the issues are. It was agreed the community needs to be
more involved than in the past - the term ‘Frail Elderly’ was first considered, but depends if
needs to be wider, i.e. ‘Living Well into Old Age’
4.

DEVELOPMENT SESSION – OND WORK PROGRAMME

4.1

3 x break-out rooms for each of the funded projects within the OND work programme to
consider the following questions:
-

Who does the project have value for?
What are the key benefits for each beneficiary?
How can the OND partnership be assured that the project is delivering these benefits?
Identify 3 x KPIs and how you would measure

The breakout rooms arrangements were not as successful as planned due to a few technical
problems, but the following issues were discussed:4.4

ONE Communities (infrastructure)
• Funding and strategic support.
• Three KPIs : H&WB, Health and Environment & Economy.
• Supporting our One Communities.
• The aim of ONE Communities – having engagement in local communities, what they liked/
didn’t like.
• Workplan which emerged from engagement.
• Creating a workplan on what the group wanted to do as a whole and measuring
outcomes.
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•
•
•
•

Effect of Covid – whether more engagement is needed as priorities have shifted.
Learning from Covid - particularly around people shielding.
Are we still focusing on the right thing?
Challenges – the difference between having a dashboard of understanding long term
sickness and where resources should be focussed.
Making a difference - finding out what people wished to focus on.
The local One Year Plan and a longer term 5 Year Plan.
Every community will have its own drivers - how we can help.
How we measure success, i.e. the HIP programme. It drives people to invest in/ provide
funding, so looking at ways to attract people to invest without having to provide tangible
results.

•
•
•
•

4.5

Community Flow (Home from Hospital, Community around the Person, Social
Prescribing & Community Development Teams)
• Discussions on how Ilfracombe has developed.
• Community - top up rather than down.
• Having conversations to know what people’s priorities are.
• Statutory partners – contributing and having consistency of relationships.
• What impact is it having?
• Local based communities know what they want.
• N.Devon is setting KPIs for One Communities so need to respond/ demonstrate to
partners and community developer and help co-ordinate to keep things going.
• Collaborative partnerships – having a say on how funding is spent.
• Clear articulation of criteria – what the benefits are of new ways of working.
• One Ilfracombe structure has been in place for some while, whereas smaller
communities are just starting up.
• Social prescribing has had funding and have been able to keep going - direct funding
has made the role sustainable.
• Having a Flow Chart in fuel poverty report and getting things right from the beginning.
• Assessing the value of programmes – measuring how to make programmes more
sustainable/ successful.
• Concerns re ending of funding streams.
• More effective way of working.
• Principals of how do business as a partnership.
• Commitment to improving H&WB.

4.6

Community Mental Health Flow
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Evaluating the benefit to the person returning home from MH ward.
Value to partners in DPT and A&E, and also to Police of having people supported.
Benefits to the family and wrap around whole family.
Helping people to meet their own goals – they will all benefit as will their family.
Taking steps to meeting goals and not repeating as flow is already there.
Not having to bounce people around system.
Measuring – goals that people are individual/ all are different.
If goals are identified and achieved, then that is progress.
Flow is ongoing, not an intervention but an approach.
What have people been able to have access to, and what support
The benefits of why we are doing this - moving money around to make care more
effective.
Outcomes if someone is being supported when leaving hospital, i.e. homeless services,
and being better supported.
Role with the multi-agency home from hospital – risk of the possible gap between
funding and continuation of care. The three community developers are at risk – cost
approx. £62k for all 3 to end of March.
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•
•

Identifying partners and whether there are longer term conversations re ongoing funding.
Ilfracombe involved but need others to commit.
Short term and long-term models are required.

ACTION 148: JW and AB to discuss funding of the three community

JW/AB

developers
5.

AOB

5.1

Any Other Business
TH enquired where the Food and Security work paper would fit. HMc confirmed this was
commissioned by the DCC. There were a number of areas in Devon commissioned to
ascertain the current situation on food provision and any gaps. This covered each ONE
Communities which had good infrastructures in place, and could do this piece of work, and
this was fed back and complied into a report. HMc went on to say that there is going to be
funding for some potential projects – i.e. grow, share, cook.
Ruth Tapsell, GP in Hartland has undertaken work on healthy eating and might be a good
contact on regarding children’s diets/ possible school contacts. Another group is the
Employment and Skills Board – who have regular dialogue with second schools - and can
also link in with Nikki Allen.

6.

CLOSING BUSINESS

6.1 Reflective learning regarding the meeting
• More interactive meeting rather than less of going over reports.
• Two partnership commitment for partnership working.
• Have some deeper dives on what we have just done.
• Breakout rooms popular
• Consider looking into specialisms.
• Assigning people to groups.
• Invitations to be sent out with the draft agenda to highlight discussion groups and target
these to specialist areas.
• Having the view of a lay person would be useful.
• Groups of 4 too small, and 8 too big.
• Have a smaller Board core membership, and a group who receive papers for information
– the core group either attend or have a deputy.
6.2 Dates of Future Meetings
Proposal for change from Wednesdays to Tuesdays.
A doodle poll has been sent for preferences of Tuesday 3rd or 10th August – to put a ‘hold’ in
diaries until confirmed.

No
80
99
117

Actions Update
As this relates to 2020, propose Close.
Can call on Communication partners when required.
.
N.Devon Futures are developing, and conversations have concluded.
Finance report - AB confirmed OND finances have been transferred to a
new system, and the outcome framework will measure the success of
programmes. TJ referred to the failed Economies Bid and said it contained

Close
Close
Close.
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No

Actions Update
valuable information which could be used in the future.

135

A Climate Officer had been appointed. It was suggested the new officer be
invited to give a briefing at a future meeting.
Action: AB and David

Open
AB/DR

136

Programme reporting – it had been circulated.

Close.

137

Conversation with Town Councils. Nothing further at present

Open

138

Strategies Funding – it was ‘business as usual’.

Close.

139

Opportunities Register Not yet progressed.

Open

140

Collaborative involvement - no further update

Open

141

Local Care Partnership Development Day – a formal discussion would be
useful. TG to help organise a day in the Autumn

Open

142

Development scheme – TJ confirmed a paper had been prepared and will
discuss later.

Close.

143

Mark Doughty to do brief audit – completed.

Close.

144

Doodle poll – completed.

Close

145

Risk Register – TJ suggested Cyber Resilience as a group should be
considered. Action: TJ to link with AB

Open
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